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Abstract—The currently rather heterogeneous wireless land-
scape makes handover between different network technologies,
so-called vertical handover, a key to a continued success for
wireless Internet access. Recently, an extension to the Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) – the Dynamic Address
Reconfiguration (DAR) extension – was standardized by IETF.
This extension enables the use of SCTP for vertical handover.
Still, the way vertical handover works in SCTP with DAR
makes it less suitable for real-time traffic. Particularly, it takes a
significant amount of time for the traffic to ramp up to full
speed on the handover target path. In this paper, we study
the implications of an increased initial congestion window for
real-time traffic on the handover target path when competing
traffic is present. The results clearly show that an increased
initial congestion window could significantly reduce the transfer
delay for real-time traffic, provided the fair share of the available
capacity on the handover target path is sufficiently higher than
the send rate required by the real-time flow. Additionally, we
notice that this performance gain comes without penalizing the
competing traffic.

Keywords-SCTP; dynamic address reconfiguration; video; mo-
bility; handover; congestion control; slow start

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks comprises a variety of technologies,

e.g., cellular (3G/4G), WiFi, and WiMAX. Additionally, the

number of terminals with multiple wireless interfaces to access

Internet is rapidly increasing. Ubiquitous connectivity is made

possible by the ability for a single device to roam between

heterogeneous networks. The goal for this, so-called, vertical

handover is to be transparent to the end user.

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [1],

with its multihoming feature, and its extension for Dynamic

Address Reconfiguration (DAR) [2], a.k.a. mSCTP, has be-

come a promising alternative for vertical handover. The DAR

mechanism enables for SCTP to dynamically add and remove

IP addresses to an ongoing session.

However, to be able to provide a seamless handover, mSCTP

needs to have an efficient handover detection mechanism, par-

ticularly a mechanism that anticipates the loss of connectivity

to the current access point. Furthermore, mSCTP has to start

up swiftly on the handover target path. Although a vertical

handover detection mechanism is indeed important, several

works have already studied this issue. Thus, in this paper it

is assumed that we have an optimized handover mechanism

that contributes marginally to the handover delay. Instead, this

paper focuses on the second issue: the startup on the handover

target path. In fact, earlier studies [3], [4] have shown that even

in a scenario with an ideal handover detection mechanism,

the mobile terminal may experience a non-negligible service

disruption, due to the startup phase on the handover target

path. We have also seen that a way to mitigate this startup

delay after handover could be to increase the initial congestion

window (init cwnd) on the handover target path.

This paper is a continuation of our previous study on

using an increased init cwnd to improve the vertical handover

performance of mSCTP. Particularly, the paper studies the

implications of an increased init cwnd, in terms of latency

and fairness, in a situation with competing traffic. We study

the impact of using an init cwnd for the mSCTP traffic, on

both mSCTP and the competing traffic.

The paper considers the effects on real-time video traffic

(H.264, HQ) in scenarios, which are intended to model a

vertical handover from an arbitrary wireless network to a

cellular 3G or 4G network. The competing traffic on the

handover target path consists of elastic background traffic. In

this case, one or several TCP flows.

The results of our study suggest that an increased init cwnd

could significantly reduce the handover delay, provided the

capacity required by the video traffic is significantly lower

than its fair share on the handover target path. The results

also suggest that this performance gain has no effect on the

short-time fairness to competing traffic.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II gives an overview of SCTP with a focus on its support

for multihoming. Next, Section III discusses the setup and

methodology used in our experimental study. The results from

the study are presented and discussed in Section IV. Section V

surveys related work. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper

and briefly mentions ongoing and future work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), origi-

nally developed as a transport protocol to serve telephony call-

control signaling, is today standardized as a general-purpose

transport protocol in RFC 4960 [1]. Still, new developments on

SCTP are being made. Several of the current standardization
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competing flows, and the hc network experiments with 1,2

and 5 video flows and with 2, 5 and 10 competing flows.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFERENT NETWORK TYPES

lc hc

Bandwidth (MBps) 6 45

RTT (ms) 300 40

Competing flows 1, 2 2, 5, 10

mSCTP associations 1, 2 1, 2, 5

init cwnd (MSS) 3 (default), 10, 20, NR 3 (default), 10, 20, NR

The Maximum Segment Size (MSS) for a datagram was in

the experiment set to 1500 Bytes. The experiments were run

with an init cwnd of 3 MSS (default), 10 and 20 MSS for

the video traffic. Furthermore, to obtain an appreciation of the

startup performance in a scenario where the init cwnd did not

impose any restriction on the video transfer, we utilized an

init cwnd of 50 KBytes (NR), that is an init cwnd larger than

the maximum number of outstanding packets in any of the

considered experiments. The competing traffic was sent with

the default init cwnd of 3 MSS. Well aware of the ongoing

discussion on the size of the router buffers [18], we conducted

the experiments with a router buffer of one BDP (225 KB)2, a

typical recommendation in the literature. The send and receive

buffers, as well as the maximum ssthresh of the end hosts

were set to large sizes, not to impose any restrictions on the

video transfer.

IV. RESULTS

In every experiment, the transfer times of the individual

messages in the video flow (MTT s) were measured. The

MTT was measured as the time from the generation of a

message by the source application until the message was

received by the destination application. Additionally, in all

experiments we extracted the Maximum MTT (MMTT ).

Previous studies [4] suggest that the MMTT is related to the

number of messages being affected by the handover delay. To

be able to analyze whether or not the size of the init cwnd had

any impact on the competing traffic, we monitored the total

throughput of the competing TCP flows. The throughput was

sampled every 5 seconds. Henceforth, we call every sample a

measurement point.

For normality assumptions to apply, we chose to repeat

each experiment 40 times, and from the results we calculated

the average value together with a 95% confidence interval. In

the remainder of this section, the results from the lc and hc

handover experiments are presented.

A. Handover to a low capacity network

The long transfer times, and the restricted bandwidth are

parameters that are crucial for the handover performance in

lc networks. Figure 3 represents a scenario where one video

2The BDP for the lc and the hc networks turned out to be the same, although
the bandwidths and the latencies differed.
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Fig. 3. MTT for one video flow. Handover of one video flow to a low
capacity network with one competing flow.

flow is handed over to the target path. The graphs represent

the average MTTs for the messages in the video flow during

startup with one competing TCP flow present. The different

graphs represent the different init cwnds. In the figure, it is

seen that an increase of the init cwnd resulted in a reduction

of the average MTT for a message. Further, it follows that an

increased init cwnd decreased the MMTT . Particularly, there

was a major reduction in MMTT when the init cwnd was

increased from its default value of 3 MSS up to 10 MSS, while

there was a smaller, but still significant, reduction in MMTT

as the init cwnd was further increased up to 20 MSS. The

large confidence intervals were due to retransmissions of some

lost messages during the startup phase. It should be noted that

these results are in line with the results from our previous

work without competing traffic [4].

Figure 4 shows the throughput evolution for the competing

TCP flow as the video flow is handed over. The video flow

was handed over to the target path some time after the TCP

traffic was started, giving enough time for the TCP flow to

reach its stationary phase.
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Fig. 4. Throughput for competing traffic. Handover to a low capacity network
with one competing flow.

As seen from the figure, the video flow started up on the

target path roughly at measurement point 4, and ended at
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measurement point 17. It also follows that the TCP traffic

backed off appropriately to let the arriving video flow have its

fair share of the bandwidth. Moreover, the figure indicates that

the more aggressive startup, which was a result of an increased

init cwnd, had no significant impact on the performance of the

competing traffic.
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Fig. 5. MTT for one video flow. Handover of two video flows to a low
capacity network with one competing flow.

Next, let us consider the experiment with two mSCTP flows

being simultaneously handed over to a target path with one

competing TCP flow. In this scenario, the available fair share

of the bandwidth should theoretically be enough to satisfy

the mSCTP flows, but, as seen in Figure 53, this was not the

case. Instead, the MTT s increased linearly. The reason to

this unexpected result was that the TCP flow did not back off

appropriately, something which is seen in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Throughput for competing traffic. Handover of two video flows to a
low capacity network with one competing flow.

Although the TCP flow backed off, it did not back off to

more than 3.5 Mbps, something which hindered the mSCTP

flows to obtain their fair shares. Still, it could be observed that

at least initially, an increased init cwnd resulted in a significant

decrease of the experienced MTT s.

3For visibility purpose the confidence intervals for this experiment has been
omitted. The results for the second video flow looks similar to the results for
the shown flow. Thus, the second flow is not shown.

B. Handover to a high capacity network

A scenario where one video flow was handed over to a hc

network where two competing flows were present is found in

Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. MTT for one video flow. Handover to a high capacity network with
two competing flows.

It is seen that a significant handover delay appeared in those

cases the init cwnd was set to the default value of about 3

MSS, but that this delay decreased considerably already as the

init cwnd was increased to 10 segments. The reason to this

was primarily due to the RTT. An RTT of 40 ms made the

network respond to the sender about successful transmission

after the generation of about 2-3 messages, or about 8-12 MSS,

i.e., the size of in the init cwnd. Secondly, the bandwidth

required by the video flows in the scenario was only a small

fraction of the fair share of the capacity on the target path.
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Fig. 8. Throughput for competing traffic. Handover of two video flows to a
high capacity network with two competing flows.

Approximately the same results were obtained when hand-

ing over two video sessions to a target path where two TCP

flows were present. Also for this traffic scenario, we monitored

the competing traffic. Figure 8 shows the total capacity used

by the two competing TCP flows as the mSCTP based flows

were handed over. In the same way as in the lc scenario, it is

evident that the impact on competing traffic was not affected

by an increased init cwnd.
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Similar results were obtained in the experiments where five

mSCTP flows were handed over to an hc target path with

two competing TCP flows; a startup delay was observed in

those cases the default init cwnd was used, but this delay

disappeared when the init cwnd was increased to 10 segments.

The result for one of the mSCTP flows in the scenario with

5 mSCTP flows being handed over to a target path with 2

competing flows present are seen in Figure 94.
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Fig. 9. MTT for one video flow. Handover of five video flows to a high
capacity network with two competing flows.

Again, it is seen that by increasing the init cwnd from the

default size up to 10 segments, the startup delay after handover

was close to zero. When 10 competing flows were sent on

the handover target path, the number of lost messages during

startup on the target path made the increased init cwnd have

no impact on the MTT. When analyzing the quite aggressive

competing traffic in the scenario above, we saw no impact

on the bandwidth available for the competing traffic from

increasing the init cwnd.
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Fig. 10. Throughput for competing traffic. Handover of five video flows to
a high capacity network with two vs. 10 competing flows.

Figure 10 shows the capacity used by the competing traffic

in cases there were 2 and 10 competing flows present. From

4Figure 9 shows the results for mSCTP flow number one out of the five.
The results for the other flows look similar to the one shown in the figure.

the figure we can see no negative impact from increasing the

init cwnd in any of the scenarios.

V. RELATED WORK

The congestion control, introduced in TCP to eliminate

the risk of congestion collapses in the network, has over

time changed to focus on the challenge of efficient usage

of available resources in different types of networks. Several

incarnations of the congestion control have as of today been

proposed, implemented, deployed in different operating sys-

tems. A comprehensive survey of these different congestion

control mechanisms, developed for TCP, but also applicable

to SCTP, is found in [19].

Dukkipati et al. [20], [21] have recently put forward ar-

guments for an increased init cwnd in TCP. In [21], they

study the effects of using an increased init cwnd for Web

transactions against geographically spread out data centers.

In their study, they suggested that an increased init cwnd

could result in significantly decreased latencies for this type of

transactions. Our work complements and extends their work by

considering the effects on real-time traffic to improve vertical

handover for mSCTP.

Previous work on mitigating the effects of slow start during

a vertical handover in mSCTP includes SCTP EFC [22] and

SHOP [11]. SCTP EFC is a congestion control scheme for

mSCTP to be used during handover. The basic idea behind

this approach is to store the congestion control parameters

of the current primary path when the data flow experiences

retransmission timeouts or fast retransmits, i.e., events that

typically precede a handover. Later, when a handover takes

place, provided the stored parameters has not become obsolete,

mSCTP starts out on the handover target path with the stored

congestion control parameters. Since mSCTP with EFC starts

out on the handover target path with the congestion window

size it had on the source path before the handover, it assumes

that the network conditions are the same on this path, some-

thing that we consider a fairly dangerous assumption.

In SHOP [11], a packet-pair scheme is used to estimate the

available bandwidth on the handover target path. On the basis

of this estimate, SHOP configures mSCTP’s init cwnd and

slow-start threshold appropriately. In comparison to SHOP, our

proposal with a fixed, increased init cwnd might seem simple

and rigid. However, it should be noted that several works

have highlighted several problems inherent with measuring

available bandwidth [23], [24] – not least by using a packet-

pair scheme. Moreover, the idea with an increased init cwnd,

is not to increase it up to the available bandwidth, but to set

it to a bandwidth that the majority of networks are able to

accommodate.

Several other studies have been done on using mSCTP for

vertical handover. For example, Koh et al. suggested some

tuning guidelines to improve the mSCTP handover perfor-

mance [25], and demonstrated how it would be possible to

integrate mSCTP with MIP [9]. Other works include Cellular

SCTP (cSCTP) [26] and SIGMA [27]. cSCTP builds upon

mSCTP but differs from it, in that during a handover packets
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are duplicated, and transmitted on both the handover source

and target paths. Similar to cSCTP, SIGMA uses both the

source and target paths during a handover. The SIGMA archi-

tecture has in a later work called ECHO [28] been improved

to enable QoS-aware handovers.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have studied the impact of an increased

initial congestion window for real-time traffic after a vertical

handover to a target path where competing TCP traffic is

present. The study has been conducted with network parameter

settings intended to be representative of wireless 3G and 4G

cellular networks.

We have seen that the flow or flows handed over to the

target path may significantly benefit from an increased initial

congestion window in terms of lower message transfer times.

Since the traffic present on the target path does not always

back off appropriately, the requirement is that the fair share

of the capacity on the target path is far above the capacity

required by the sending application.

Additionally, the results show no negative impact on the

competing TCP flows by an increased initial congestion win-

dow. This fact is important, since a more aggressive startup

mechanism should not penalize other traffic.

The work in this area will proceed by integrating the option

of a larger initial congestion window in an Android platform

of ours, to be able to verify the impact of this altered startup

mechanism in real vertical handover scenarios.
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